Party Violation Draws Campus
For Men, Coeds
Judiciary Hands Down First Drinking Decision

Recommendation by the All-College Judiciary to curb alcohol and four counts involving a student drinking has not the effect yesterday by Tony King, dean of students.

King approved the recommendation of Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity when the group was cited in a series of violations in its weekly social programs. The group was the first to be cited.

They were handed down by the students who will be continued until June 23. The fraternity members were apprehended last night when a campus police officer informal charges they had been drinking.

Drinking a repeat of similar violations over the past few weeks, the fraternity vowed to stop the violation at the earliest possible date.

On the other hand, a group of students interested in starting a student union, held meetings yesterday to discuss ideas for establishing a student union on the campus.

Fete to Honor Graduating Members

President John A. Herwitt will make the final decision of the result of the meeting. The decision will be announced on the campus on the next day. The meeting was held on the campus on the next day. The meeting was held on the campus on the next day.

New Carnival Offers Events in June

The Michigan State Carnival will be held on the campus on the next day. The carnival will include a variety of events, such as a parade, a carnival ride, and a carnival game. The carnival will be open from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Frame to Get Science Honor

Dr. J. H. Herwitt, president of the College, will be presented with a special citation by the Board of Trustees of the College, at the annual banquet to be held on the campus on the next day.

Senior Dance Ends Tonight

The annual senior dance will be held tonight at the University Union. The dance will feature live music and a variety of food and drink options. The dance will be open to all students.

Graduation Tickets Ready

Tickets for the commencement ceremony will be available at the Box Office, located in the Union. The ceremony will be held on the campus on the next day.

Awards Presented to Students

Several awards will be presented to students at the annual banquet. These awards will be presented to recognize outstanding academic performance and contributions to the college community.

Ninth Annual All-College Field Day

The ninth annual all-college field day will be held on the campus on the next day. The event will feature a variety of activities, such as track and field events, a softball game, and a tug-of-war contest.
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One Dies, 85 Hurt
In Korea POW Riot

Eighth Army Quells Two Koje Revolts

PURAN, Korea (AP) - U.S. Army guards last night smashed a rebellion in a large prisoner of war camp, killing one soldier and injuring 85 prisoners. The riot was one of 87 reported in the near vicinity.

The riot, which was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, started at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturb the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel. The riot was the first to disturbance the POW camps in Korea, starting at the Koje camp near the 38th parallel.

State News Editor, Manager Named

This McCrory, Hickey Correspondent, was named full manager of the Michigan State News last night at the annual publications banquet.

New Dormitory To House Men, Officials Decide

Dean to Attend Inauguration

College officials have decided to house more students in a new dormitory in the academic year. The dormitory will be completed this summer.

Ninth Annual All-College Field Day

The ninth annual all-college field day will be held on the campus on the next day. The event will feature a variety of activities, such as track and field events, a softball game, and a tug-of-war contest.
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Junior's Voice:
Keep Up With Student Affairs

It is important for students to stay informed about college news and events. Students can stay informed by attending campus events, reading the college newspaper, and joining student organizations. The college newspaper is a great source of information about what is happening on campus.

Ninth Annual All-College Field Day

The ninth annual all-college field day will be held on the campus on the next day. The event will feature a variety of activities, such as track and field events, a softball game, and a tug-of-war contest.
More Consent

The University of Michigan Lecture Committee issued its annual report on campus speaking privileges this year on Monday. The report is a response to the growing complaints of students about the lack of opportunities for public speaking on campus.

Letter To The Editor: Coed Fears IFC Plan Won't Help

To the Editor:

As a member of the Interfraternity Council (IFC), I would like to address the concerns mentioned in your recent editorial regarding the proposed coed fraternity plan. I believe that the IFC is working hard to ensure a fair and inclusive environment for all students.

Student Decries Killing Of Dog by Campus Police

Letter to the Editor

Student Decries Killing Of Dog by Campus Police

The death of the dog on campus has caused a great deal of concern among students. I believe that the actions of the campus police were unjustified.
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Multiply Spartan Woes
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Sprin Dorm Raids Sweep Universities Across the Nation
Near-Riots Seen on Nine Campuses Monday Night

Sprin madness swept another batch of college campuses Monday night, turning thousands of feverish young men into baying, brawling raiders. Nearly a dozen schools without riots or near-riots at the end of the dormitory in search of vandalism. It was the biggest outbreak yet in the nation's history of college spending and was led by the Ann Arbor, Mich. campus of the University of Michigan. And not all of Michigan's colleges were immune to the outbreak. As the surf of protesters flared and the police were called out on their own campuses and heard their own campus police. Sophomores and freshmen college students were given a thorough drubbing.

Aid Benefits Fail to Pass

WASHINGTON (AP)--A proposal to increase federal aid for veterans to $5.5 billion was thwarted Monday night when a New York senator blocked a provision which would have increased the amount of aid given to veterans from $5.5 billion to $7 billion. The bill was defeated on a voice vote by 158 to 46, with 12 votes cast in favor of the measure.

All-Schubert Program

Lauded

In Detroit, the All-Schubert program was given a high commendation by the Michigan State News. The program, which included Schubert's Four Symphonies and his String Quartet, was described as "a magnificent example of Schubert's genius." The audience was thrilled by the performance, which was given in the Auditorium at the Michigan State University.

College Radio Stations to Air Atom Speeches

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)--A number of college radio stations will broadcast the speech of Dr. Robert W. Wood, director of the University of Michigan's Radiation Laboratory, on Thursday night, according to the Michigan State News. The speech will be broadcast live from the laboratory and is expected to attract a large audience.

Clinic Postponed

The Michigan State News reports that the clinic scheduled for Thursday night has been postponed due to the severe weather conditions.

Roast to Feature Baseball Game, Creased Pig Race

The ball of the Liberal Union at North Carolina will be the center of attention at the Michigan State University's annual roasting dinner on Thursday night. The event will feature a baseball game between the two teams, followed by a creased pig race. The audience is expected to be filled with laughter and enjoyment.

Disabled Veterans

Aloud Schooling

As the cost of education for disabled veterans increases, the Michigan State News reports that the University of Michigan is making progress in providing educational opportunities for these students. The university is working hard to provide a quality education for all students, regardless of their abilities.

Spectators and Springtime

The Duke, Brown & White and Blue of White Spectator Suits will be available for rent or purchase in the Michigan State News store. Spectator suits are a popular choice for springtime events and are a great way to show your school spirit.

Comparing Fatima with any other KING-SIZE cigarette

1. Fatima filters the smoke 85 millimeters for your protection.
2. Fatima's length cools the smoke for your protection.
3. Fatima's length gives you those extra puffs...21% longer.